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GeT 21st Century Training
GeT integrates advanced technology to deliver an immersive hands-on learning  
experience. Adapting to each unique learning style, people learn faster and retain more.
That’s leveraging technology to personalize learning. That’s learning smarter.

The Generator cuts your content development time in half, so people spend more  
time applying knowledge to real-world projects. That’s working smarter. 

The Global eTraining knowledge management platform connects your proprietary organizational know-how with world-leading content in a just-in-time 
cloud based learner experience.  Integrate the knowledge between a team of 5 in a single office or 50,000 users dispersed globally. 

We know you’re smart. We know you work hard. We are simply suggesting that we can all GeT Smarter and increase our daily efficiency and productivity, by 
learning smarter and working smarter.

Just like you wouldn’t use hand drafted blueprints, a slide rule or a protractor anymore, the days of traditional corporate training - sending a trainer around 
the world to each office - are over. The mentorship approach of asking whoever is sitting next to you for guidance is twice as inefficient, and basic learning 
technologies like video tutorials or ebooks, are outdated and simply ineffective. So, let’s stop taking steps back and start moving forward! 

GeT the Difference. Most online learning is passive and one-way with limited trackability. Global eTraining’s award-winning GeT Interactive learning  
template adapts to each person’s unique learning style, anchoring learning with action. The proven blend of multiple learning styles including text,  
audio, visual, video, interactivity, hands-on exercises, skills assessments, and help desk support means you learn faster, retain more and access the right  
information sooner. That’s learning smarter.

Prehistoric Training: Mentorship

Mentorship has proven to be an effective training 
method throughout time, however the one-to-one 
approach is just not scalable enough in today’s 
age.  GeT can capture the expertise of subject 
matter experts and harness the one-to-many 
training approach designed for instant and  
scalable training.

Even the best trainers are challenged to provide a 
truly immersive, interactive classroom experience 
that ensures learners keep up while others aren’t 
held back. Only with GeT’s ground-breaking  
technology does this challenge become an  
accomplishment.

Video tutorials and online ebooks use basic  
technology that is both out-dated and ineffective 
in a world of multi-media and fast information.  
Instead of advancing learning, these models 
regress to passive learning systems, which are 
shown to have lower learning outcomes.  Most 
people don’t learn from video or reading alone.

19th Century Training: Classrooms 20th Century Training: Video Tutorials & eBooks

GeT 21st Century Training
Learn Faster. Retain More. Save Time.

GeT provides more efficient learning for immediate skills application and therefore more efficient working. Learn faster. Retain more. Apply now.


